
MT-8303 Crimping Tool For F Connector

Quick Details:

1. Grade: Industrial

2. Place of Origin: Zhejiang, China

3. Brand Name: Melontel

4. Model Number: MT-8303

5. Application: Crimping, Wire Stripper

6. Product Name: Crimping tool

7. Use Range: F BNC RCA connector

8. Material: Stainless Steel

9. Weight: 300g

10. Color: Blue

11. Packing: Blister Card

Description:

MT-8303 is the perfect item for customizing coax cables to the prefect length without

spending hours online finding the cable of right size. Featuring three different adapters

for different types of connectors and a built-in cable cutter this product has everything
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you need to get the job done. Compatible with almost all connectors this device makes

creating F, BNC, and RCA cables to the desired length a breeze.

This compression crimping tools for crimping f/bnc/rca rg-58/59/62/6(3c/4c/5c) type

compression. with interchangeable "f"(bnc,rca).

1. Use high precision hardness material, light and easy to carry, durable, long service

life

2. Special soft rubber material handle, prevent slippery, comfortable, strong, accord

with human body design

3. With waterproof function

4. Built-in mechanical energy saving gear inside handle

Specification:

compressed distance for

connector

compressed distance for

bnc connector

compressed distance for rca

connector

15.8~25.8mm 28.2~38.2mm 28.2~38.2mm

Item: Specifications:

Function: Crimp F/BNC/RCA connectors

Cable Type: RG58/59/62/6 ( 3C/4C/5C )

Compressed distance:

F: 15.8~25.8mm

BNC: 28.2~38.2mm

RCA: 28.2~38.2mm

Ratchet: No

Length: 235mm
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Feature:

1. For crimping F/BNC/RCA RG58/59/62/6 (3C/4C/5C) type compression.

2. With adjustment for crimping different length of connectors.

3. With interchangeable F BNC RCA type head.

4. Rest two compression head equipped into handles.

5. For F connector: 15.8-25.8 mm (compressed distance)

For BNC connector: 28.2-38.2 mm (compressed distance)

For RCA connector: 28.2-38.2mm (compressed distance)

6. Packed with blister card.

Size and Structure:
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Details：
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